
Baking Pan Jackets

By Judith A Helms

Absolutely nothing has done more to encourage me to make layer cakes than  learning how to  create 
the environment  for the batter to bake evenly.   The process of wrapping the pans with dampened 
towel  strips, takes an extra few minutes, but is well worth the time.    So…., after thinking about this 
for a bit, I came up with  a  way to  eliminated the necessity  of pinning them together every time I 
bake.  The answer was Elastic!

 On the left  is a photo of one of my “perfect” layers .  This one is 
of my chocolate cinnamon cake.  You can see that  it has baked 
evenly, and there are now cracks or humps in the middle of the 
layer.  If you look real close, you can see the towel strips I have 
pinned around the sides of the pan my 8  by 2 inch pans.  These 
layer  is over 1 ½ inches high. 

On the following pages, I have written  and illustrated 
instructions on how to make  two types of  “baking pan jackets.”    

Version I

Toweling or terry cloth - if thick toweling, use two fold method, if thin, you can use the 
three fold method.  This is applicable for both versions.

8 inch pans -   Two fold - 2 - 28  ½  inch  strips of toweling,  4  6/8  inches wide

 Three fold -  6  3/8 inches wide. 

9 inch pans -  Two fold - 2 strips of toweling, 31  ¾ inches long, 4  6/8  inches wide.

 Three fold - 6 3/8 inches wide. 

13 by 9 inch - 1 strip, 45 ½ inches long ,  depth of pan plus 1 inch.

Elastic

 8 inch pans-  2- 25 inch pieces of non-roll elastic,  ¾  inch wide 

9  inch pans -  2 - 28 ½ inches, ¾  inch wide.  

13 by 9 pan -   1- 42 inches, ¾  inch wide.

Version I is made with just toweling.  Version II is made of toweling plus a decorative bias tape edge.   
The directions are for cake pans that are 2 inches tall.  If  your pans are not as tall then simply make 
your strips more narrow, and use ½ inch elastic.



Version II

8 inch pan set(thick towel) - 4 strips, 28  ½  inch  strips of toweling,  2  inches wide

    (thin towel)  - 6  strips, 28  ½  inch  strips of toweling,  2  inches wide

9 inch pan set (thick towel)  -4 strips, 31  ¾ inches long, 2  inches wide

     (thin towel) -  6 strips, 31  ¾ inches long, 2  inches wide

Elastic  measures the same as Version I

2 pkgs of Wide Double Fold Bias Tape for each set.



Version I 

(Two Fold Method)

For thicker towels

1)  Cut your strips of toweling to size of pans.

Mark center of strip ends.

2) Join with ½ inch seam allowance.

 Sew seam past center 2½ inches.  Skip next 1 3/8 
inches ( elastic opening).  Sew remainder of seam 
shut. See “A”

3) Press or crease seam open, and stitch down to 
allow free access for elastic. This can be done by 
hand or machine. See “B”

4) Finish raw edges of toweling, by folding 3/8 
inch to wrong side, and running a zigzag stitch 
along raw edge.  Be sure to stretch the toweling as 
you sew.  You want the toweling to be able to 
stretch as naturally as possible. See “C”

5)  Next fold strip in half  so that right side is out, 
and stitch  bottom edges together, 3/8 inch from 
finished edge.  You can use a small zigzag, or 
straight or stretch stitch, just be sure to stretch the 
fabric as you go. See “D”

6) Once the bottom is stitches, then other side 
edge the same.  This completes both sides of the 
casing for the elastic. See “E”

7)  Insert elastic.  Stitch elastic together, and then 
stitch the opening for the elastic closed. 

*  Tip - Pin your elastic, the slip it on your pan to 
see if it is snug enough,before you  stitch it 
together.
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Three Fold Method

1)  Cut strips for pans.  Mark end of strip as follows:

With end of strip facing you, measure and mark 2 
inch from right edge (*).  From that mark, measure 
and mark 2 inches (**).  Repeat once (***).  You 
should have 3/8 inch left for the bottom hem.

2)   Join ring #1 with ½ inch seam.

Mark center of edge. Sew seam for 4 ¼  inches.  
Skip next 1  3/8 inches ( elastic opening).  Sew 
remainder of seam shut. See “A”

3) Press or crease seam open, and stitch down to 
allow free access for elastic. This can be done by 
hand or machine. See “B”

4) With wrong side facing up, and fold up edge 
closest to the elastic opening 3/8 inches, and zigzag 
as before.

5) With wrong side still facing up fold top down 
from ( * )

6) Fold bottom edge at (**) toward the top (*)’  the 
opening for the elastic should be on the outside.

7) Sew both edges ¼ to 3/8 inch to form completed 
casing for elastic.

8) Insert elastic and finish as for the “two fold” 
method.
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J’s Pan Jackets

Version II  for thick toweling

1)  Cut 2 strips for each pan.

2)  Join ring #1 with ½ inch seam.  Crease 
seam,face wrong side up and set aside. “A”

3) Sew ½ inch seam for ½ inch, each side of 
elastic opening.  See “B”

4)  Crease seam ,stitch seam allowance to 
ring .

5)  Place Ring #2 over ring #1, staggering 
seam allowance as shown in  “ D”

6) Baste rings together.

7) Bind each edge with Bias Tape.

8) Insert elastic

9) Check elastic stretch as described on page 
3.  Stitch elastic, close opening.
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J’s Pan Jackets

Version II  for thin toweling

1)  Cut  3  strips for each pan.

2)  Join ring #1 with ½ inch seam.  Crease 
seam,face wrong side up and set aside. “A”

3) Ring #2 - repeat as for ring#1 only after 
creasing seam turn ring to right side. “ B”

4)  Ring #3 Sew ½ inch seam for ½ inch, 
each side of elastic opening.  See “C”

5) Crease seam and sew to ring.  “D”
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Assembling the Rings

6) Place ring #1 and 2 together as before, with 
seam allowances staggered and facing to the 
inside. “E”

7) Add ring #3.  Staggering the elastic opening 
as shown. “F”

8)  Baste rings together.

9) Bind each edge with Bias Tape. “G”

8) Insert elastic

9) Check elastic stretch as described on page 3 
of this tutorial.  Stitch elastic, close opening.

Hope this works for you.

How to use - wring the jackets out in water, 
and slip them over the sides of your pan.  I 
your pans are a bit narrow, you can allow the 
access to stick up over the top.

Happy baking!

J

You can check out the rest of my baking tips 
at my website-

http://jslowcarbrecipes.wordpress.com/
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